LMS-EPSRC ICM 2022 Travel Grant Application Form for UK-based Early Career Researchers

1. Applicants Details

Guidance notes for Grant Application Form

1. The London Mathematical Society, jointly with EPSRC, has set aside funds to be used for making approximately 50 grants of up to £400 per grant to support the travel costs and, where needed, the caring costs of UK-based mathematicians so they can attend the ICM 2022 in St. Petersburg from 6-14 July 2022 (https://icm2022.org/).

2. The grants are intended to contribute to the travel costs and, where needed, the caring costs so that the grant holder can attend the ICM, not to meet them entirely. The grants are not to support attendance at Satellite meetings.

3. With applicants' permission, information about successful awards will be communicated with the Kolaveskaya Grants Committee, with the expectation that all subsistence, accommodation and registration fees will be supported by the Kovalevskaya Grants.

4. ICM registration is required prior to the award of a Kovalevskaya Grants. ICM 2022 Registration may be done either before applying for a LMS-EPSRC travel grant or, where the travel grant application grant is successful, after receiving news of a LMS-EPSRC travel grant but no later than 20 November 2021. If you decide to register for the ICM 2022 before submitting an application for a LMS-EPSRC travel grant, you can advise us of your ICM registration number on this application form.

5. Applicants should be early career mathematicians, defined as being a graduate student or within five years since their PhD completion (excluding career breaks), based at a UK institution.

6. You do not need to be an LMS member to apply.

7. The application form should be completed by the applicant; the link to the referee form should then be passed to a supervisor or Head of Department (or equivalent) for the completion and submission to the LMS.

8. Applications should be submitted by the closing date on 15 October 2021 and will be acknowledged by email after the closing date. Applicants will be informed of the outcome by email.

9. Grants will only be paid in arrears on receipt of a completed claim form and receipts/proof of travel.

Privacy Statement
The London Mathematical Society (LMS) is a registered charity for the advancement, dissemination and promotion of mathematics in the UK and worldwide. Data provided by you on this form will be stored securely and used under the lawful bases "Contract" and “Legitimate Interests" in relation to your application, and if successful, your travel grant. If your application is successful and if you have given permission for the Society to notify the Kolevesakaya Grants Committee, your contact details, grant reference number and, if provided by you on this form, your ICM registration number, will be passed to the Koveleskaya Grants Committee and to the ICM 2022 Local Organising Committee so that they can facilitate funding and make arrangements to support your attendance at the ICM 2022. You have the right to object to the processing of your personal data that we carry out and the right to access any of your personal data held

* 1. Contact Details

Name
University/Institution
Address
Address 2
City/Town
Postal Code
Country
University email
Address

* 2. Present or most recent university affiliation


* 3. Qualifications and career

Please list all degrees, including level, subject and year of award/expected year of award.

1

2

3

4

5

* 4. Brief statement of scientific career, including awards and prizes. Please include details of any career breaks (max 300 words):


5. Principal research interest:
2. Details of participation at the ICM 2022 (main meeting only, NOT satellite meetings)

* 6. Please give the dates of your participation at the ICM 2022

From

Date

DD/MM/YYYY

To

Date

DD/MM/YYYY

* 7. Total length of visit in days:


* 8. Please explain the benefits to your mathematical research in attending the ICM 2022, and mention any contribution you will make to the meeting (max 300 words).


* 9. In the event that your application for a LMS-EPSRC Travel Grant is successful, are you happy for the Society to pass your contact details onto the Koveleskaya Grants Committee and the ICM 2022 Local Organising Committee so that they may contact you to facilitate funding and make arrangements to support your attendance at the ICM 2022?

☐ Yes

☐ No
10. If you have already registered for the ICM 2022, please enter your registration number here:
3. Application Signatures and References

* 11. I am applying for the LMS-EPSRC ICM Travel Grant on my behalf.
   - Yes
   - No

* 12. Are you an LMS Member?
   - Yes
   - No

13. If you are not an LMS member, please give the name and email address of a LMS member who is willing to support your application. The LMS will contact the LMS member to confirm support.

   Name
   Email Address

* 14. Please provide the name and email address of your Supervisor, Head of Department or Post-doctoral mentor.

Please make a copy of your application before submitting it to send it to your Supervisor, Head of Department or Post-doctoral mentor, and ask your referee to complete the online referee form by the application deadline on 15 October 2021.

   Name
   University
   Email Address
4. Keeping in Touch

* 15. Would you like to hear more about LMS activities, products and services (for example, events and grants) by email?
   - [ ] Yes
   - [ ] No

* 16. If you are not a LMS member, would you like to join the LMS? Further details can be found here: www.lms.ac.uk/membership
   - [ ] Yes, please send me details by email.
   - [ ] No

To help us manage the travel grants effectively, please tell us where you saw the travel grants advertised (please tick all that apply)

- LMS Website
- LMS Newsletter
- LMS Members' e-Update
- From my LMS Rep
- From my Head of Department
- From my supervisor
- From my colleague/friend
- From social media
- From a mailing list
- From another Society

If you heard about the LMS-EPSRC Travel Grants from a mailing list, social media and/or another Society, please specify the name of the mailing list, the social media platform and/or the name of the other Society: